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ABSTRACT: Soluble transition metals in particulate matter (PM) can generate
reactive oxygen species in vivo by redox cycling, leading to oxidative stress and
adverse health effects. Most metals, such as those from roadway traffic, are emitted
in an insoluble form, but must be soluble for redox cycling. Here we present the
mechanism of metals dissolution by highly acidic sulfate aerosol and the effect on
particle oxidative potential (OP) through analysis of size distributions. Size-
segregated ambient PM were collected from a road-side and representative urban
site in Atlanta, GA. Elemental and organic carbon, ions, total and water-soluble
metals, and water-soluble OP were measured. Particle pH was determined with a
thermodynamic model using measured ionic species. Sulfate was spatially uniform and found mainly in the fine mode, whereas
total metals and mineral dust cations were highest at the road-side site and in the coarse mode, resulting in a fine mode pH < 2
and near neutral coarse mode. Soluble metals and OP peaked at the intersection of these modes demonstrating that sulfate plays
a key role in producing highly acidic fine aerosols capable of dissolving primary transition metals that contribute to aerosol OP.
Sulfate-driven metals dissolution may account for sulfate-health associations reported in past studies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Although a substantial number of studies have supported the
association between particulate matter (PM) and adverse health
outcomes,1−3 many questions remain on the underlying drivers
of PM toxicity. Oxidative stress, an in vivo state of
disequilibrium due to an imbalance between antioxidant
defense capacity and reactive oxygen species (ROS), has been
suggested as a mechanistic explanation for PM toxicity.4−6

Oxidative potential (OP), referred to as the ability of particles
to generate ROS by consumption of antioxidants and/or
generation of oxidants, has been used as a health-based
exposure measure of PM in several recent studies.7−11 Methods
to measure OP include cellular5,12 and a-cellular assays.13−17

Cellular assays involve culturing and exposing cells, whereas a-
cellular assays generally involve more straightforward chemical
analysis making them easier to perform and automate. The
ascorbic acid (AA) (OPAA) and dithiothreitol (DTT) (OPDTT)
assays are two commonly used a-cellular measures of aerosol
OP. AA is a physiological antioxidant present in the lung and
DTT is used as a chemical surrogate of antioxidants, such as
glutathione and NADPH. Both assays measure the depletion of
AA or DTT through oxidation under biological relevant
temperature of 37 °C and pH of 7.4, mimicking the interaction

between PM and cellular antioxidants in vivo, providing an
index of PM’s ability to generate ROS. OPDTT has been widely
used. It has been linked to airway inflammation markers,18

cellular oxidative stress markers,19 cellular cytotoxicity,20,21 and
more recently, cardiorespiratory health endpoints in epidemio-
logical studies.7,8 These results support the use of OP as a
highly health relevant air quality parameter.
To mitigate adverse health effects, ambient particle OP

sources, and atmospheric transformations that alter OP, need to
be known. A number of aerosol components have been found
to correlate with aerosol OPDTT. These include bulk water-
soluble organic carbon (WSOC),22−24 humic-like substances
(HULIS)25,26 and highly oxygenated organic aerosols,27 and
more specific aerosol components, such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs),22,28,29 quinones,30,31 and water-soluble
transition metals (e.g., manganese (Mn) and copper
(Cu)22−24,30,32). Source apportionment points to incomplete
combustion from biomass and fossil fuels (gas and diesel
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engines), and sources associated with transition metals, such as
mineral dust and resuspended road dust from tire or brake
wear.23,24 In contrast to OPDTT, correlations suggest that
transition metals (i.e., Cu) are the main aerosol component
contributing to OPAA, with road-traffic a major source.24,33 In
past studies, both OPDTT and OPAA source apportionment
found a significant contribution from sources associated with
sulfate. Since the AA and DTT assays do not respond to pure
sulfate, these associations suggest that secondary processing
related to sulfate sources is driving the correlations.
Mechanistic studies have linked increased OP to secondary

atmospheric reactions. For example, although correlated with
OPDTT, PAHs are not DTT active, but PAHs can be oxidized to
redox-active quinones or nitro-PAHs.15 Highly oxygenated
aromatic compounds, such as hydroxyquinones, make signifi-
cant contributions to OPDTT,34 consistent with OPDTT

correlations to WSOC and highly oxygenated OA. Aged diesel
exhaust PM showed higher OPDTT than fresh diesel exhaust
emissions and the OPDTT increased with time.35 Secondary
processing also applies to transition metals, which as noted are
common drivers of both OPDTT and OPAA. Metals sources
include industry,36 vehicles,37,38 mineral dust,38 and ship engine
emissions39,40 which are emitted mainly in an insoluble form.
Ambient aerosol water-soluble fractions of Cu and Mn range
between 10 and 40%, and less than 10% for iron (Fe), even
after atmospheric processing,41,42 suggesting that concentra-
tions of water-soluble forms are limited by the atmospheric
conversion process. Thus, to contribute to OP, primary
insoluble metals must undergo some form of atmospheric
processing to become soluble, a state that could be arrived at by
acidification43−45 or complexation with an organic ligand.46,47

Soluble metals, such as Fe and Cu participate in redox-cycling
reactions, which may lead to enhanced lipid peroxidation, DNA
damage, and altered calcium and sulfhydryl homeostasis.48−50

Common mechanisms involve the Fenton reaction that
catalytically converts hydrogen peroxide to the more toxic
hydroxyl radicals.51,52 Epidemiological studies have found
associations of water-soluble transition metals with health
endpoints, such as reductions in birth weight53 and preterm
birth.54

Sulfate, as a main component of PM2.5, has shown a strong
association with mortality in many studies.55−59 Sulfate
contributes to aerosol acidity60 and there is a historical record
of associations between so-called particle “strong acidity”61−64

and adverse health effects.65−70 Since fine particle OP has been
linked to aerosol toxicity, and water-soluble transition metals
and sulfate sources correlated with OP, it may be that sulfate
linkages to health are largely through its role in acid dissolution
of primary metals commonly found in ambient particles. Here
we investigate metals dissolution and its effect on OP by
measuring the size distributions of aerosol chemical species to
predict particle pH and compare to water-soluble and total
metals, and measures of OP.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Collection. Size-fractionated aerosol samples were

collected at a road-side and urban site in Atlanta, GA using two
Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactors (MOUDI, MSP
Corp., Shoreview, MN). The road-side site (RS) was adjacent
(within 5 m) to the interstate I75/85 highway that passes
through downtown Atlanta and is highly utilized by light duty
vehicles due to heavy duty vehicle (trucks with six wheels or
more) restrictions. The 75/85 interstate-connector in Atlanta

had an annual average daily traffic of 301 000 vehicles in 2015,
making it one of the busiest corridors in the U.S. (http://
geocounts.com/gdot/). For contrast, the urban site (GT) was
located on the rooftop of the Environmental Science and
Technology building on the Georgia Tech campus roughly 420
m from the RS site. The MOUDIs collected samples in a
nonrotating mode without a back-up filter and divided particles
into ten different size bins under ambient conditions (e.g., RH
and T). Aerodynamic particle diameters at 50% collection
efficiency for the stages (so-called cutoff sizes) were 18, 10, 5.6,
3.2, 1.8, 1.0, 0.56, 0.32, 0.18, 0.1, and 0.056 μm. Particles with
sizes between these cutoffs are collected on separate stages.
Two sets of samples were collected at each site, with one set
using particle collection impaction substrates of prebaked
quartz filters (47 mm Tissuquartz Filters, Pall Corp., Ann
Arbor, MI) and the other Zefluor filters (47 mm, PTFE
Membrane, 2 μm pore size, Pall Corp., Ann Arbor, MI). For
each MOUDI, sampling was conducted for approximately 7
days continuously. The GT set was collected on 3/16−3/23/
2016 and RS set 3/28−4/4/2016. These samples were
analyzed for various PM chemical components, including
organic carbon (OC), elemental carbon (EC), anions, cations,
and total and water-soluble Fe, Cu, and Mn, as well as OP. Four
other sets of MOUDI samples were collected at each site for
OP analysis only, and two out of these four sets were sampled
at both sites simultaneously (see Supporting Information (SI)
for results). Collected filter samples were immediately sealed in
Petri dishes and stored at −18 °C until analyzed, which
typically occurred within 3 days following collection, except for
metals analysis, which was done after a 2-month storage period.

PM Chemical Components. Each quartz filter from the
MOUDI samples was cut into portions for determining various
chemical components. A 1.5 cm2 portion was used for OC and
EC thermal optical determination using a Sunset OCEC
Analyzer (Sunset Laboratory Inc., Tigard, OR, IMPROVE
method). Another same size portion was extracted in DI water
and filtered (0.45 μm syringe filter) for ion measurement via
ion chromatography with conductivity detection (Metrohm
761 Compact ICs, Riverside, FL). The remaining fraction of the
filter was cut in half and analyzed for total and water-soluble
metals using an Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrom-
etry (ICP-MS) (Agilent 7500a series, Agilent Technologies,
Inc., CA). Details on how the mass was determined on divided
filters and how the OCEC analysis was done on MOUDI
samples is provided in the SI.
For determining total metals, samples were digested in 1:3

HNO3:HCl solution, diluted in DI water, then filtered with 0.45
μm syringe filters. For measuring water-soluble metals, filters
were sonicated in DI water for 0.5 h with an Ultrasonic
Cleanser (VWR International LLC, West Chester, PA, USA).
After sonication, the extracts were filtered using 0.45 μm
syringe filters, then HNO3 was added to produce a final
concentration of 2%. Here we focus on Fe, Cu, and Mn as they
are common transition metals linked to aerosol toxicity.71−75 A
set of standards of these metals were treated following the same
procedures as samples to establish filter mass concentrations
from the ICP-MS responses. R2 of the standard calibration
curves ranged from 0.9918 to 0.9995 (N = 8) for various
metals. A 25 ppb internal standard of scandium (Sc) was added
to all samples and standards to monitor analytical drift. Overall
uncertainty that included the precision of standards, variability
in sample airflow rate, extraction procedure (assuming 5%), and
blanks, (all one standard deviation), was estimated to be 8% for
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Cu, 8% for Fe, and 6% for Mn. Limits of detection for the
water-soluble metals method were 0.0003 ng m−3 for Cu, 0.26
ng m−3 for Fe, and 0.003 ng m−3 for Mn, and those for total
metals method were 0.098 ng m−3 for Cu, 0.95 ng m−3 for Fe,
and 0.004 ng m−3 for Mn.
Oxidative Potential. Oxidative potential (OP) was

measured on a half portion of the MOUDI Zefluor filters.
Sample preparation and the OP methods are described in detail
in other publications.24,76 Filters were extracted in DI water,
filtered with 0.45 μm syringe filters, then separated into two
fractions. One was analyzed with the Ascorbic Acid (AA)
method via a simplified approach to the AA analysis method
that uses a synthetic respiratory tract lining fluid model77,78 to
determine water-soluble AA activity (OPws

AA). The other filter
fraction was measured for water-soluble DTT activity (OPws

DTT)

with the dithiothreitol (DTT) assay. These two assays measure
the oxidative capacity of particles by monitoring the
consumption rate of AA and DTT at pH 7.4 and T = 37 °C.
Final OP data are reported as AA or DTT consumption per
volume of sample air (units of nmol min−1 m−3).

Aerosol pH. pH is defined as the logarithmic scale of the
hydronium ion activity in an aqueous solution.

γ
γ

= − ≅ −+
+

+
+

pH log H log
1000 H

Wi
10 H aq 10

H air

(1)

Where γH+ is the hydronium ion activity coefficient (assumed
=1) and Haq

+ (mole L−1) is the hydronium ion concentration
within the ambient particle liquid water. Haq

+ can be also be
viewed as the hydronium ion concentration per volume of air

Figure 1. Ambient size distributions of PM chemical components and water-soluble oxidative potential at a road-side site (left panel, RS,
measurements 3/28−4/4/2016) and an urban background site (right panel, GT, measurements 3/16−3/23/2016) in Atlanta, GA. OC and EC were
fitted with a log-normal curve (intercept forced to zero) for size ranges <2.5 μm while others were fitted for the whole size range. GMD is the
geometric mean diameter (μm). The vertical dotted line is aerodynamic diameter at 2.5 μm, the so-called upper limit of PM2.5. Water-soluble
(denoted as ws) Fe had low concentrations relative to total. Water-soluble Fe with enlarged scale can be found in SI Figure S5.
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Hair
+ (μg m−3) divided by the concentration of particle liquid

water,Wi (μg m
−3). Since most particle water is associated with

the highly hygroscopic inorganic species, such as sulfate, liquid
water is often estimated from only the inorganic species
concentrations, ignoring smaller contributions by organic
aerosol components.79 We follow that approach here.
There is no accurate way to directly measure the pH of

ambient PM2.5. Methods to infer pH based on ion balances or
ratios of measured anion and cations (which does not include
OH− or H+) are not good surrogates for pH.79−82 Measure-
ments of “strong acidity”63 often used in previous health
studies, are also not an accurate measure of actual particle pH
since in that approach Haq

+ is determined in a vastly more dilute
solution than what exits in the ambient aerosol and so is
essentially an ion balance approach. Currently, the most
accurate way to determine particle pH is to run a
thermodynamic model to predict pH based on measured gas
and particle species that contribute to pH, assuming the
thermodynamic system is in equilibrium. Here we use the
model ISORROPIA-II,83,84 which predicts both Hair

+ and Wi to
determine pH. Ideally, inputs to the model include total (gas
plus particle) concentrations of all species that affect pH. The
model then predicts equilibrium partitioning of species between
the gas and particle phases. A number of studies show the
equilibrium condition is met for fine particles,79,81,85 which can
occur fairly rapidly (15−30 min).86 This is not true for the
coarse mode due to kinetic limitations.86−88 Thus, pH was
calculated using different methods for fine and coarse modes.
First, since no gas phase species were available, we determined
pH in the fine mode through an iteration procedure that used
the measured particulate species (SO4

2−, NO3
−, Cl−, NH4

+, Na+,
K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+) and ISORROPIA-II to predict gas species.
Total fine mode aerosol concentrations for each ion were
determined by summing measured concentrations for MOUDI
stages below and including 3.2 μm cut size. Then, under the
assumption that the fine mode ions were in equilibrium with
the gas phase, ISORROPIA-II was run in forward mode and gas
phase concentrations of NH3, HNO3, HCl were determined;
predicted gas phase concentrations from the i − 1 run were
applied to the ith iteration, until the gas concentrations
converged. The converged gas concentrations were similar to
what has been observed in this region (e.g., ammonia, being the
most important was predicted to be between 0.6 and 0.7 μg
m−3, similar to that recorded in the southeastern U.S. (0.1−0.8
μg m−3)85). We have used this iterative method in a previous
study.81 With these gas phase concentrations, ISORROPIA-II
was run for each MOUDI stage using that stage’s measured
aerosol ion concentrations and estimated gas concentrations to
determine pH for each stage. Since equilibrium is not expected
between the gas and particles of the coarse mode due to kinetic
limitations, and because these measurements were made fairly
close to the source of the coarse mode particles, pH was
determined by ignoring interaction with the gas phase.
ISORROPIA-II was run in forward mode with zero gas
concentrations. A similar result was found for ISORROPIA-II
run in reverse mode for the coarse particles, although the
numerical solution can be more unstable. (See Supporting
Information for more discussion on coarse mode pH
predictions). The fine mode pH predicted here (pH of 1 to
2) is similar to levels found in other studies in this region where
more complete data sets (i.e., gases measured) were available.
We assumed particles to be internally mixed (i.e., homogeneous
pH within each size bin) when calculating pH for each size bin.

Freshly emitted particles and coarse mode particles may be
largely external mixtures. A similar assumption has been made
when calculating bulk pH of PM1 and PM2.5 in our past studies
and good agreement was still found between observed and
predicted partitioning of semivolatile species.79,81,85 Insoluble
ions are not an issue as their concentration is too low that they
do not affect the equilibrium of H+ in the aqueous solution
unless they impede dissolution or mass transport within the
particle or between the particle and the gas phase.89 The
uncertainty of pH prediction based on known sources was
estimated to be 13% in a previous study79 and expected to be
higher in this study considering the estimated gaseous
concentrations and the lower inorganic mass loadings
distributed in MOUDI stages. The accuracy of the pH
prediction is predominantly judged by the reproduction of
semivolatile components partitioning between gas and particle
phases (i.e., how do predicted gas NH3 or HNO3 and particle
NH4

+ or NO3
− compare to the measurements of these species,

as these predictions depend on other ions and RH, T. Details
on ISORROPIA-II and verification of predicted pH for PM2.5 in
both the southeastern and northeastern U.S. has been
reported.79,81,85

■ RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the measured size distributions of various PM
components and oxidative potential at a road-side (RS) and
urban (GT) site in Atlanta, GA. Measurements of OP from
other sampling times show similar distributions (SI Figure S1−
S4). The fitted distribution equation and parameters, (geo-
metric mean diameters (GMD) and geometric standard
deviation (σg)), and the associated uncertainties, can be
found in SI Table S1. Although the MOUDI samples at the
two sites in Figure 1 were collected at different times, given the
samples were averaged over 7 days, and that both were
collected close in time, the size distributions are taken to
represent the general characteristics of the two sites. (Note that
the comparisons of OP in Figure 1 lead to similar observations
to those from OP measured simultaneously at the two sites, see
SI Figure S2 and S4).

Size Distributions of Metals. Cu, Fe, and Mn exhibited a
single mode for both total (elemental) and water-soluble
components. As expected for mechanically generated aero-
sols,90 total metals were predominantly found in the coarse
mode. Water-soluble metals, however, peaked at smaller sizes.
Differences in particle GMD between total and water-soluble
metals were more obvious for Cu and Fe than for Mn. At the
two sites, the GMD for water-soluble Cu and Fe ranged from
1.24 to 2.35 μm, whereas for total Cu and Fe, GMDs were
between 2.63 and 3.90 μm. Mn had more similar GMDs for
water-soluble (3.17 and 3.78 μm) fractions versus total (3.83
and 4.13 μm).
Concentrations also differed between sites. The RS site had

much higher levels of total Cu and Fe compared to the GT site,
indicating a primary traffic emission source. Total Mn was more
uniform between the two sites. This is consistent with known
sources. Past studies have attributed Cu to brake/tire
wear,91−93 Fe to brake/tire wear91,94 and mineral dust,95,96

and some Mn to brake/tire wear41 and a significant source from
mineral dust.95,96 For water-soluble comparisons between the
two sites, Cu and Fe concentrations were also higher by the RS
site, whereas Mn levels were similar. This is consistent with our
previous findings for the Atlanta region where water-soluble
Mn had a more regional characteristic, consistent with a
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mineral dust source, while water-soluble Cu and Fe had a
stronger traffic-related source.97 Thus, comparisons between
the two sites show that the RS metals were associated with
generally larger particles, consistent with expectations that
sedimentation would deplete larger particles as transported
further from the source (i.e., metals in smaller particle sizes are
enhanced relative to larger particles at the GT site).
Comparisons of the water-soluble to total fractions indicate

the extent of their solubility. The average (±SD) water-soluble
fraction for all size ranges from all data were 13 ± 14%, 44 ±
36%, and 50 ± 30% for Fe, Cu, and Mn, respectively. In
general, Fe was the least soluble among the three metals,
consistent with other studies.41,42 A box plot showing the span
of metal solubility over the whole size range is shown in Figure
2. For all three metals, PM2.5 had substantially higher soluble
fractions than the coarse mode (see SI Figure S6).
Size Distributions of Carbonaceous Particles and

Sulfate. Organic and elemental carbon (OC and EC) in
ambient particles showed a typical aerosol bimodal distribution
with a clear fine-mode (≤PM2.5) and coarse-mode (PM2.5−10),
with a minimum between modes at about 2.5 μm. At the RS
site, OC had a more prominent coarse mode and EC was
generally associated with smaller particles. In contrast, sulfate
was most abundant in the fine mode. Although SO2 is mainly
from point sources, such as coal-fired electric generating units,
the conversion of SO2 to form secondary sulfate results in a
regional characteristic for sulfate,98 accounting for similar
concentrations between the two sites (Figure 1).
Size Distributions of Water-Soluble Particulate Oxi-

dative Potential. Both OPws
AA and OPws

DTT had a monomodal
distribution, which peaked near the separation between fine and

coarse modes (i.e., 2.5 μm). However, the peaks in the modes
were at slightly higher sizes at the RS site, similar to what was
observed for water-soluble Cu and Fe. In terms of OP
magnitude, OPws

AA levels were substantially higher at the RS than
the GT site, whereas OPws

DTT were similar at both sites,
indicating, like sulfate, a more regional characteristic for OPws

DTT.
OPws

AA appear mainly associated with roadway emissions. In
comparing the two measures of OP, OPws

DTT peaked at a smaller
size than OPws

AA at both sites and had a much broader
distribution. Other studies have also reported OP size
distributions, but only focused on differences between broad
aerosol modes; for example, ultrafine, fine, and coarse. The
more highly size-resolved data reported here are generally
consistent with other studies (see SI Figure S7), but provide
substantially more insight on the sources and processes leading
to aerosol OP.

■ DISCUSSION
The OP size distributions are unique in that they peak near 2.5
μm, which is the minimum separating the mass-based coarse
and fine modes (see sulfate and OCEC distributions, for
example). This affects where particles are deposited in the
respiratory tract.99,100 The cause for the OP distributions being
largely centered near 2.5 μm can be explained by how the fine
and coarse mode interaction contributes to water-soluble
metals.

Metals dissolution by acid processing. There are two
ways that a metal can become soluble, acid dissociation under
low pH conditions,43−45 or by forming a ligand with an organic
species, such as oxalate, at higher pH.101,102 A concentration of
water-soluble metals peaking at the overlap between sulfate and

Figure 2. Metal solubility in relation to pH for (a) Cu, (b) Mn, and (c) Fe. (d) shows box plots of metals solubility across all size ranges. Top
whisker, 90%; bottom whisker, 10%; line in the box, median; box top, third quartile; box bottom, first quartile. The finest stage (Dp = 0.056−0.1
μm) and the stage with Dp = 0.1−0.18 μm (only for Fe) had metal concentrations below detection limit and not included in solubility calculations.
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the total metals suggests an acidity-driven metals dissolution
process. Taking Cu as an example, size distributions of sulfate,
water-soluble and total Cu are plotted together in Figure 3 for
the RS and GT site. The water-soluble Cu peak was within the
overlap of the lower tail of the primary total Cu distribution in
the coarse mode and upper tail of the secondary sulfate
distribution in the fine mode. If in this overlap area, sulfate and
total Cu were internally mixed (within a single particle),
insoluble Cu may be mobilized over time by sulfuric acid,
creating a soluble form of Cu.
Calculated particle pH for each MOUDI stage is also shown

in Figure 3 and supports this hypothesis. Concentrations of the
various ions measured on the MOUDI stages that went into the
pH calculation are shown in SI Figure 8. Predominance of
sulfate and lack of mineral cations in the fine mode (Dp less
than approximately 1.8 μm) results in a very low pH, ranging
between 1 and 2, whereas low levels of sulfate and high levels of
cations, such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ (see SI Figure S8), likely in the
form of carbonates (CaCO3 and MgCO3)

103 in the coarse
mode leads to a more neutral coarse mode, with pH
approximately near 7. The transition between these two
modes is where the soluble metals are found. Metals solubility
in relation to pH at each MOUDI stage from both sites are
shown in Figure 2 (a−c). When pH is near neutral, metals
solubility was low; as pH decreased, solubility substantially
increased, further supporting the association of pH with metals
solubility and the mechanism of acid processing. Longo et al.104

also found increasing mineral dust Fe solubility with particle
acidity in Saharan dust. The very low pH levels for the fine
mode reported here are also consistent with more detailed
calculations of pH we have reported for the same region79,85

and in other locations,81,82 indicating that this mechanism of
metals solubility may apply to many regions.
The dissolution of metal oxides at low pH takes time, from

hours up to weeks.44 Meskhidze et al.45 found that 2−5% Fe
was mobilized after 4 days at pH 1, and that at low pH, the
dissolution is much faster since the dissolution rate depends

exponentially on pH. Given that the sampling was done
continuously for 7 days, particles collected on the filters were
subject to possible postcollection dissolution for an average of
3.5 days. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, for fine particles, pH
values were in the range of 1 to 2, therefore, the solubility of
fine-mode Fe could be overestimated by up to roughly 5%
compared to ambient aerosols, since the collected particles
remained at ambient conditions for an extended period of time
during the sampling period. As for coarse particles, the
predicted pH was larger than 4 and so this effect will be
negligible. In our study, metal analysis was done after a 2-
month storage period in a freezer. Majestic et al.105 showed that
Fe particles collected on a filter and stored frozen did not
change significantly over 3 months. Therefore, continuous
dissolution during storage did not likely happen. The toxicity of
aerosols is highly sensitive to pH since over their lifespan only a
fraction of the total elemental metal is solubilized. Sulfate plays
a key role; it is high hygroscopicity leads to formation of the
aqueous drops and provides H+ that dissolves the metals,
forming soluble forms of metal sulfates.
Our other studies in Atlanta support these findings.

Correlations have been observed between water-soluble Fe
and sulfate (r2 = 0.62−0.76, N = 181) in summer and fall.97

Single particle X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements has
shown that Fe solubility was associated with particle sulfur
content106 and that approximately 50% of the sulfate within
individual particles between 1 and 2.5 μm was associated with a
metal cation, likely in the form of iron or cupper sulfates.107

These results are also consistent with our source apportion-
ment analysis for aerosols in metropolitan Atlanta, where we
found that in PM2.5, roughly 50% of the water-soluble Fe and
40% of the water-soluble Cu were associated with secondary
processing.97 The remaining fraction of these metals was largely
associated with a primary brake/tire wear source (32% of Fe
and 51% of Cu) consistent with high levels at the RS site.
Because of water-soluble transition metals contribution to

OP, these processes play an important role in shaping the size

Figure 3.Metals (e.g., Cu) dissolution by sulfate under acidic conditions. The vertical dotted line is aerodynamic diameter (Dp) at 2.5 μm, the upper
limit of so-called PM2.5. pH was estimated from ISORROPIA-II based on ionic species from MOUDI samples collected on 3/28−4/4/2016 and 3/
16−3/23/2016 at road-side and urban site, respectively.
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distributions of OPws
AA and OPws

DTT. Our previous study showed
that Cu is a common contributor to OPws

AA and OPws
DTT in PM2.5

ambient samples.24 In fact, water-soluble Cu was nearly
exclusively correlated with OPws

AA (r = 0.70−0.94), consistent
with identical size distributions for water-soluble Cu and OPws

AA,
and OPws

AA higher at the RS than the GT site (Figure 1). In
contrast, we have reported that OPws

DTT was sensitive to water-
soluble Cu as well as certain organic species from combustion
sources.23 The combined contribution from these two different
aerosol components to OPws

DTT can explain the differences
between OPws

AA and OPws
DTT distributions; that is the OPws

DTT

distribution peaking between the fine-mode OC peak and
water-soluble Cu peak, resulting in a boarder distribution than
OPws

AA.
Role of Metals in OP and Health. The size distribution

results presented here, along with our previous single particle
analysis, demonstrate that acid processing of metals by sulfate
increased the metals solubility and particle OP, providing a
linkage between sulfate and adverse health effects that may
explain some of the past associations often found between
sulfate or “strong acidity” and various health end-
points.55−57,66,67,70,108−110 Our results are consistent with the
earlier findings of Ghio et al.,111 who pointed out a linkage
between ambient aerosol sulfate content, soluble metals and
oxidant generation. However, they hypothesized Fe solubility
was driven by ligand formation, and not acid-driven dissolution.
Other processes involving sulfate may also adversely affect
health, such as catalyzing the formation of secondary hazardous
organic aerosols112 and chemical reactions involving hydrogen
peroxide.113 In addition, other particle pH effects are possible,
for example, pH below 5 can enhance the formation of ozonide
at the air-lung surface, leading to ROS generation in vivo,
inducing oxidative stress due to ozone.114

Changing emissions may increase the importance of aerosol
pH health-effects in the future. Although particulate sulfate has
substantially decreased in the southeast US over the past 15
years due to the reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions from
electrical generating units,115 we have shown that fine particle
pH has not significantly changed, remaining highly acidic with
pH between −1 and 2.85 pH below nominally 3 is likely
required to solubilize iron in ambient particles within a
reasonable time,45 (other transition metals, such as Cu, will
solubilize at a higher pH), making it possible for this effect to
be widespread given our observations of a ubiquitous low fine
particle pH.79,81 Traffic-related metals emissions are not
expected to decrease substantially in the near future; traffic
counts have increased over the past 10 years (http://geocounts.
com/gdot/). Adaptation to electric powered vehicles will end
tail-pipe emissions, but mechanically generated tire/brake wear
emissions will continue. Metals mobilization by acidification is
therefore likely to remain an important factor in future aerosol
OP and the health effects of PM.
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